
Sir E D M U N D  WALKER HEM),  Bark, hut. @overnor.

The Report communicated by this Message being read at the Clerk’s ‘Fable, is as
follotvs  :L

LAW COMMISSION.
REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS FOR REVISING AND CONSOLkDA’I‘INN  THE LAWS,,

To His Exce&ncy Sir Edmund Walker Head, Baronet, Lieutenant Governor and
Commander in C?L$of the Province of New Brunswick, J-c. &c. J-c.

Having had the honor of receiving from Your Excellency a Commission directing us
to carry out the objects of the Act passed at the last Session of the Legislature, relative
to the revision of the Provincial Statutes and the amendment of Law proceedings, we
beg leave to report, that shortly after receiving the Commission, we enteied on it&&ties
by-holding o&first  meeting ai Fredericton, tU0 consider the best mode of accomplishing
the highly important objects contemplated by the Legislature.

We were required-“ As well to consolidate, simplify, revise, and arrange in one
46 uniform Code the Acts of Assembly, incorporating therein all such alterations and
“ amendments as we should deem necessary, as to report on the procedure of the Courts
46 of Law and Equity, and to suggest such alierationsBs mightapiear  to us, or a majority
“ of us, best adapted to lessen the expense and advance justice; and especially to
“ take into consideration the Law of Evidence as now existing in the Province, and the
<( propriety of altering the same; and to report separately theieon,  the revision in one
66 -Report, and the alterations in Law procegdings  in another.”

These-  two departments presented a wide Xeld  of investigation, and although we
deemed it quite &practicable  to be prepared with both ReporG  at the present Gssion,
we resolved to spare no pains in the codification of all the Statutes which could safely
be touched, and it the sake time to collect information on the more difficult subject if
the improvement of Common Law and Equity procedure.

All the Acts of Assembly were examined and compared with great care and labour,  and
every Act repealed, amended, or in any way modified, noted in the margin, so that the
whole could be more readily referred to, and the Law upon any subject easily distin-
guished ; and an alphabetical list of the unrepealed Laws was made by our Secretary to
prevent any omission.

During the summer we prepared various suggestions for improving the proceedings at
Law. and in Equity; and in the autumn procured the Imperial Statutes passed at the
preceding Session, which enacted almost all the improvements proposed by the Law Com-
sioners in England. These, with the novel and very interesting chapge  in the Law of
Evidence, permitting parties to give evidence for themsel.ves,  first adopted in the English
County Courts, and afterwards in the superior tribunals, became the subject of careful
deliberation at several meetings, and led td the promulgation of the printed  questions on
all these points, which have been widely circulated throughout the Province, and to
which at present a very limited number of answers has been returned.

We deemed this course of proceeding necessary not only as regarded the parties who
might be affected by any changes eventually to be made, but that our own conclusions
might  be based on the most ample information, being convinced that reform in any
deiartment of human affairs, calmly  and deliberaiely  wgghed,  will stand the test of exp&-
rience, whilst hasty legislation will be productive of nothing but disappointment.

Although thus tiombelled  to postpcine  the consideration of the various questions of
Law refoym, we thint it advisable io add a few words on that head, before passing to
the revision of the Statutes. .

- -

We are already prepared to assert the necessity of extensive changes in the whole
Law urocedure  of this Province. We think the practice of the Law must for the ftlture
be foinded more on the principles of common se&e than on ancient precedent ; that it is
time to abolish a svste& bv Which  fictions seem too often to have blen considered una-
voidable in order thJat truthdand  justice might be reached ; that the old maxim, 46 In@-
hone juris consis tit e pitas,” whence have sprung all the subtleties of the action of eject-
ment,  and many other modes of procedure, can no longer be considered the perfection of
wisdom. We do not think the man who seeks justice should be driven from one form
of action or Court to another, or that a Judge oi’.any  Court should ever be so painfully
situated as to declare a party to have the right, but consistently with precedent find it
impossible to afford the remedy. We
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We admit t,he present practice to be a science in which the rules of logic are applied
with great exactness, and to which, after years of toil in mastering it, we are naturally
attached ; but we are willing to sacrifice our predilections in favor of special pleading,
and all the learning of pleas, demurrers, and new assignments, repleaders, and judgments,
non obstante  veredictu, for greater simplicity and certainty in the exposition of facts, and
less delay and expense in the attainment of justice. +

With this Report we submit to Your Excellency, for the purpose of being laid before
the Legislature, the Public Acts we have codified. It will be seen that we have compressed
the language of the Acts in such a manner as to present them in one fourth or often
one sixth the bulk of their former size. They have not merely been stript  of the verbiage
of’ endless expletives and repetitions, but the meaning of the Law has been frequently cast
into an entirely new form, presenting, as we hope, at the same time, the sense intended
to be conveyed. For example, the Marriage A&s, which are of such vast so&J importance,
and the administration. of which is in the hands of persons who have not access  to the
various books through which they are scattered, are very difficult to cornprebend. The
Chapter on that subject in our codification contains only eighteen sections, and a further
improvement is recommended which will reduce  it to fifteen.

(I ”
These are gathered from,

sixteen different Acts, extending from the organization of the Province to the last Session
of the Legislature. The first section embraces the provisions of six of these Atis or
parts thereof; the second of four; and the third of six ; so that the first three sections
are culled from fourteen different sections of Acts, and in some cases a whqle Act,

The law subjecting real estate to the payment of debts, and directing the Sheri@  in
his proceedings thereon, is another instance. It was difficult for a Sheriff to know the._
exact meaning of the old law ; this is now made plain and simple ; several improvements
in the proceedings are recommended, and various ambiguities removed. The extent  ofL
the lien of judgments on real estate, and the mode of dealing with them, hitherto  $0
ambiguous and difficult to be understood, have been made intelligible,

Much repetition has also been saved by a very enlarged Chapter of explanations ofAI
general terms, applying to all the Chapters of the Act. As a familiar illustration of this~ L
improvement, whenever anything was directed to be done by the head of the Govera-^
ment, there was a continual recurrence of the terms L6 His Excellency the Lieutepapt
Governor and Commander in Chief of the Province or Administrator of the Governtient. .
for the time being, by and with the advice and consent of the Executive Council.”. ‘I&e
words 4L Governor  in Council” wherever they occur will now; by the Chapter of expla-
nations, signify all ,that is intended .by that more lengthy form of expression.

The whole of the Acts codified make but one Act; the divisions, framed on the
Massachusetts model, will be found simple and perspicuous, T h e  “parts” shew the
division between public and private rights, criminal, and other general heads. We
propose to arrange them in the  following order.

The Law prescribing the political division of the Province into Counties and Parishes
will form a first Chapter by itself, defining the territory over which the jurisdiction of the
Province extends, and the area affected by the legislation of the subsequent Chapters.
Part the first wiI1, with this Chapter, embrace all matters relating to the Legislature,
the Revenue, the Post Office, Highways, and other matters z&fecting  the public. The
second, the acquisition and transmission of property. The third, the several Courts of
Law and modes of proceeding in special cases, such as absconding, absent, and insolvent
debtors. The last part will comprehend the criminal law, and the administration of
criminal justice. For the reasons already given the third part, relating to Courts of Law,
must necessarily be limited in extent, although whatever we conceived might not_ _
probably require revision has been inserted.

The “Titles” take a particular subject of a 46 part,” and these  again, for method  and
convenience of arrangement, are divided into Chapters, and the Chapters into Sections,
with the contents of each Section at the head of the Chapters. There will also be a.
general Index at the end of the Volume, to be prepared when it is to be printed for
publication.

There is nothing in this revision which has not undergone a thorough sifting by at
least three of our number, with the able assistance of our Secretary; and if in any instance
we have mistaken the spirit of the Laws, or omissions may be discovered, we have

laboured
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laboured too strenuously to shrink from the asserti0.n  that the defects can only have arisen
from the multitude and variety of the subjects embraced in the mass of Statutes codified.

That portion of them which we have purposely omitted from the first volume relates
principally to private rights and corporations, which will require to be presented in a
second volume, very much as they have already been printed.

The Acts authorising Justices of the Peace to recover  small debts, and the Surrogate
Law, although connected with law reform, we thought it advisable to codify at once,
since whatever alt.erations  were deemed necessary, or could be made in the present
circumstances of the country, have been attended to in this revi.sion. In the Chapter
“of the jurisdiction of Justices of the Peace in civil suits,” ‘VV~  reco.mme,nd  that an appeal
should no longer be allowed. We are unable to see why the verdict of twelve men in a’
case amounting to twenty pounds should be final, and yet when the contest is only for
five pounds, and the verdict by three, that the latter should not also be conclusive. Should
the Legislature, however, entertain a different lopinion,  the review will be found, as we
have framed it, more expeditious and less expensive t,han  the present mode.

We would especially call attention to the action of replevin, some new provisions for
which will be found in the law relating to landlord and tenant. It has been a subject
of doubt whether that action would lie where goods were merely wrongfully detained.
That doubt we have now removed by allowing the writ to issue in such case ,as well as
for a wrongful taking. The settlement of this point will not only enable a party to
recover his own goods, however kept from him, butprevent the defendant from obtaining
-a nonsuit,  or a verdict, and recovering costs, merely bec.me the plaintiff .has failed in
proving a taking, at the very time he has succeeded in establishing the fact of the defend-
ant having wrongfully withheld his property. We have also made the first writ issued
answer as well for replevying the goods as for requiring the appearance,of the party, which
at present is only accomplished by a second writ if he does not appear on the first.

To remedy another defect in the present mode of proceeding, as to the change 4of
possession, which frequently happens on issuing the writ, by which the Sheriff is unable
to seize the property, we require the Sheriff to take the,, goods from the possession of
any one who may have them, who thereupon becomes the defendant.

We also allow a third party to claim before the Sheriff, and defend if necessary, and
should a verdict be given on such claim against the plaintiff, we think he ought not to be
driven, according to the present expensive mode of proceeding, to another action if that
verdict be unjust, but should be permitted to continue that action and recover the value
of the property restored to the claimant, with damages and costs, if on a full trial before
a higher tribunal he shall be found entitled.

We have also made several important amendments in the Law relating to Corporations,
and introduced the modern principle of enabling them to make contracts without their
common seal.

We have added the greater part of a Chapter to <the  Law relating to Apprentices.
As the Law now stands it appears to assume that certain preliminary conditions are
known ; we have incorporated these provisions in the Chapter codified.

The Law respecting the limitation of personal actions was very ambiguous and unsa-
tisfactory ; the time for enforcing various rights known only .to lawyers, and its provi-
sions contained in several old Acts of the Imperial Parliament passed in the Reigns of
King James the First and Queen Anne ; we have compressed the whole into a single
Chapter, intelligible to any mind of ordinary comprehension, and have introduced several
new provisions consistent with the Paw and the state of the country.

In the Chapter relating to absconding debtors, and various others of a similar nature,
we have prepared the necessary forms of proceeding, and included them in our codifica-
tion. This is a matter of
called upon to administer R

ractical  utility, and will be fully appreciated by every person
t ese branches of the law.

We apprehend these improvements, with others in different parts of the revised code,
will be found of great practical value, both as regards simplicity of proceeding and
expense. Wherever any important alteration is made, it will be found marked in
the margin with the word c4 New,” or with such remarks as we thought proper
to add to direct attention, or explain the object of the amendment. It is also to be
noted, that it has not been the least of our labours to make the arrangement of the several

3 5 Sections
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Sections more in harmony with the order of time when the things required are expected
to be performed.

I

A few Acts partly finished will shortly follow this Report, and will be ready whenever
required by the Legislature to complete our first Volume.

When we suggest to Your Excellency, that the Commissioners appointed by the State
of Massachusetts were engaged three years before they completed their Report of the
revised Statutes ; that in Maine and Massachusetts the Reportwas considered by a ioint
Committee of both Branches of the Legislature for eighti six days in one, and*fift;  oneL
in the other ; and in both an extra Session of the L‘kgislature,  -called for that puipose,
was solelv occumed  therewith. vou can easilv believe that it required  an extraordinarv
amount of labou; to complete the codification this Session ; but “no sacrifice of time 0%
labour  on our part has been spared to effect an object so beneficial, which the country
so ardently desires,  and without which it will be imiossible  for any large class of person;
to understand, far less appreciate, the improvement that may be hereafter made in the
law proceedings and the administration of justice generally.

The avocations of the Attorney General have been so numerous and pressing that we
have often been obliged to proceed without the benefit of his knowledge and experience :
and the Surveyor Gueneral,*when  relieved from the duties of his offici, has ocEasionalli
aided us with his practical- knowledge.

u

We desire to record with great satisfaction, that we have received from our Secretary,
W. H. Needham,  Esquire, the most able and valuable assistance. His exertions have
not been confined to mere writing or copying- although he has accomplished much in
this way, and we believe given up most of his time to it-but his assistance in the art of
condensing has materially tended to the accomplishment of so much of our labours.

After all our efforts, the indulgence of Your Excellency and the Legislature will have
to be extended to defects, to which all human exertions are liable; and with every con-
fidence that a candid consideration will be given
the honor to subscribe ourselves,

Your Excellency’s most

Fredericton, 22nd March, 1853
rii,

wherever such may appear, we have

obedient servants,

W. B. KINNEAR,  Solicitor General.
J. W. CHANDLER ,
CHARLES FIBHER.


